SEPT
8th Dr. Henrik Sjoman
Modern plant hunting for urban plants: new perspectives
15th Dr. Marvin Pritts & Ms. Pam Strausser
Leadership as part of graduate education at Cornell
22nd Dr. Kenneth Mudge
Case studies in forest farming
29th Dr. Jennifer Shirk
Pursuing conservation potential of public participation in scientific research

OCT
6th Dr. Phillip Griffiths
Targeting vegetable crop improvement in East Africa
20th Dr. Kees van Leeuwen
Interactions of climate, soil, and grapevines on wine and terroir
27th Dr. Marianne Krasny
Hurricane Sandy impacts on environmental education: When does disaster transform educational practice?

NOV
3rd Dr. Roberto Lopez
Supplemental lighting of floriculture crops using LEDs
10th Dr. Tim Leslie
Assessing how arthropod communities respond to local landscape factors in different agricultural settings
17th Dr. Martin Petrovic
It’s just grass!
24th Mr. Adam Karl
Under-trellis management impacts vine physiology, and agrochemical and nutrient leaching in a Finger Lakes vineyard

DEC
1st Mr. Judson Reid
Addressing the needs of Amish and Mennonite farming communities